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About Us
Amico Corporation has been an industry leader in the medical equipment manufacturing sector since
1974. We’ve worked hard for our reputation as an innovator in the medical industry, creating a line of
Healthcare Mounting Solutions that suit the needs of healthcare providers. Meeting and exceeding
standards set by FDA, ISO, OSHPD, UL 60601 and VESA, Amico is the only mounting solutions provider
that can offer the peace of mind that comes with knowing the product you receive meets the highest of
standards. Through our Accessories division, we strive to provide caregivers with reliable and attractive
workflow solutions. Our products are compatible with every major manufacturer so they work the way
you expect them to with no headaches.

Nursing
We understand that as a healthcare professional your main concern is your patient. The tools you use
are crucial when caring for your patient, but they shouldn’t dominate your workspace and get in the
way of human interaction. Our ergonomically friendly mounting solutions are designed to enhance your
workflow and help you take control of your workspace, allowing for more contact with your patients.
Amico products feature easy-to-clean, anti-microbial surfaces that help reduce the spread of infection
from patient to patient.

IT
Implementing EMR can cause headaches in terms of both budget and time. We do everything we can to
take the complexity out of the process by bringing you solutions that just work. Our products ship fully
assembled, with no complicated instructions to worry about. We design all of our products to be “plug
and play.” They install in seconds, so no time or money is wasted getting them up and running. You can
rest easy knowing that our cable management and solutions for any hardware (tablets, PCs, laptops and
all-in-ones) will fit seamlessly into your implementation.

Clinical Engineering
Merging lifesaving equipment with your hospital’s communications backbone leads to a safer environment
for your patients. With Amico, you can take comfort in knowing that every product we design, build and
sell is constructed to stand up to the demands of the healthcare industry. Our solutions are backed by an
industry leading, all-inclusive warranty. With upgrade-friendly solutions, we can adapt to your constantly
changing technological needs. In addition, as a single point of contact for all medical device mounting,
we make it easy to find a solution that works for your specific needs.
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Sitting to Standing
Position

Accommodates LCD
screens up to 24" (61 cm)

Independent Swivel Points

Ships Assembled

Easy to Clean
Surfaces

Independent LCD
Height Adjustment

Height Adjustable

Folds Easily to Wall

All Inclusive Warranty

Barcode Scanner
Mount

Independent LCD
Height Adjustment

Power Supply Mount

Extension Options

Options
Keyboard Tray Sizes

Mounting Surfaces

Color

CPU Mount
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Falcon

TM

LCD and Keyboard Mount

F

rom the ER to the OR, the Falcon is built to make your job easier. The dual height adjustment and the
swivelling keyboard tray allow you to configure the position of the keyboard and monitor in seconds. An Easy
Grab handle and a no-nonsense arm lock let you move and lock your system with ease. When you need quick
access to barcode scanners and mice, integrated holsters have them at your fingertips.

Easy Grab Handle

FEATURES

OPTIONS
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Intelligent Cable
Management

8" (20.3 cm) Folded Depth

Y
our intuitive use was our main concern when we designed the Falcon, but it wasn’t our only one. That’s why
we incorporated a streamlined cable management system and a negative tilt adjustment knob, promoting
proper ergonomics so you can work comfortably and safely. Medical grade surfaces are easy to clean for better
infection control and, with a folded depth of 8" (20.3 cm) from the wall, the Falcon stays out of the way when
you are performing other tasks.

Independent LCD
Height Adjustment

Multiple Pivot
Points

Sit to Stand
Applications

With SideKick Secondary Surface

www.amico.com
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TM

Condor

Adjustable Height Channel

T

ight on space? That doesn’t mean you need to sacrifice comfort while you chart. Perfect for hallways, patient
rooms and areas with very limited space; the Condor is uniquely designed to stay tucked away while offering
you all of the ergonomic features you need to work happy. Because we’re all built differently, the Condor is also
constructed to be adjustable for all sizes. Adjust the height of the keyboard and screen together or individually
tilt the keyboard, adjust the screen and personalize your setup in seconds.

Provides Sit to Stand
Capabilities

FEATURES

OPTIONS
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Folds Compact
Against Wall

Ideal for Areas with
Limited Space

O

ur unique cable management system conceals your clutter, while matching color options create the
aesthetic look you need. A patented counter-balance mechanism and our slide in accessories allow technology
to change while maintaining your room mounting solutions. Easy to move, easy to clean, easy to fold … a
point of care workstation made for you.

Handle and Storage
Options

Optional Arm
Lengths

Compact Folding

With SideKick Secondary Surface

www.amico.com
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Sidekick

TM

Keyboard Dual Surface

E

very superhero needs a Sidekick. Our unique secondary work surface is designed to assist you with your
daily rounds. The Sidekick’s LED charting light will brighten up your dimly lit space and make documentation
easier. A unique RFID enabled upgrade eliminates the needs for extra readers on the work surface and turns
your Sidekick into an authentication station.

fo
or Falcon
Available for
o
ondor
and Condor

Magnetic Whiteboard
Surface
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Night Time Charting Light

RFID Upgrade

Raven

TM

LCD and Keyboard Mount

A
s a healthcare professional, you’re focused on providing the best care for your patients. But when wall
space is limited, you shouldn’t have to sacrifice ergonomics and comfort to deliver that care. The Raven offers
you uncompromised functionality by allowing you to mount your LCD and keyboard above your work area;
ready to be pulled down in an instant when you need it. You can even rotate the monitor between landscape
and portrait mode and tilt it effortlessly for the optimum viewing angle. The Raven also stands up to frequent
use of sterilizers and disinfectants.

Compact Folding

FEATURES

Hassle Free Integration to
Most Existing Rail Systems

18" Height Adjustment

OPTIONS
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Hawk

TM

Laptop Mount

S

ome caregivers prefer the flexibility and mobility of a laptop but don’t want to give up the full desktop
experience. That’s where the Hawk swoops in. With a secondary keyboard tray, an integrated mouse tray and a
design that keeps cords and cables out of the way, you get the best of both worlds. Go from reviewing data on
a new arrival at your workstation, to sharing health results with a new mom across the room. When you’re not
around, your laptop stays secure with lockable security bars.

Access to All Ports

FEATURES

Additional Work Surface

OPTIONS
0
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Retractable Keyboard Tray

Pigeon

TM

Custom Built Cabinet

G

et the functionality of a desk without losing
any floor space with the Pigeon, a fold down
cabinet solution that mounts directly onto the
wall. Available in profiles that stick out 1-1/2"
(3.8 cm) from the wall, the Pigeon will remain an
inconspicuous part of a patient’s room, thanks to
a design that blends in anywhere.

Albatross

TM

Cabinet

Tthatheallows
Albatross is a good looking solution
patients to focus on getting
better in warm surroundings without
hospital technology staring back at them. It
easily houses a tablet, laptop, all-in-one PC,
desktop and even medical supplies. Multiple
extension options are also available for you
to maneuver the unit any way you need.

OPTIONS

FEATURES

www.amico.com
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Heron

TM

Custom Tablet Mounting Solutions

Iisn’tt’s noalways
secret that tablet computers offer healthcare professionals on-the-go convenience but, at times, there
a safe place to set down the high-tech devices. With the Heron, you never have to worry about
finding a place to store your tablet while you work,or be concerned about dropping the expensive unit on the
floor while attending to patient needs.

External Keyboard and
Mouse Surface

FEATURES

Un-Dock-Lock

OPTIONS
0
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Provides Charging
for Tablet

S

imply snap the tablet into the dock and let it charge while you work. You can also use the tablet while
docked thanks to a secondary keyboard that turns your tablet into a miniature workstation. For a more
desktop-like experience, the Heron’s dual mount solution allows you to enjoy the clarity of an LCD screen
without losing any of the tablet’s features and functionality.

iPad Mount

iPad on Overbed Table

Pan, Tilt and Swivel
Capabilities

www.amico.com
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TM

Eagle

Multi Screen Mount

Y
our patients deserve all the attention they can get. The Eagle delivers by allowing you to display patient data
on multiple screens. That means you can monitor vital signs on one LCD while charting on the other, never
having to switch between applications and lose focus. Information is always visible when you need it and,
thanks to multiple pivot points, you can move and tilt your monitors for easy viewing.

FEATURES
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Mount Flat Panel
or Other Devices

View Multiple
Applications

CTM on Cart

Multiple Pivot Points

Portrait and Landscape
Viewing

Ideal for Shared Space

OPTIONS

Light-duty Monitor Arm
Desktop Monitor Mount

T

he Light-duty Monitor Arm is an optimal solution for mounting LCD screens where occasional adjustments
are needed. Screens can be mounted in your choice of landscape or portrait orientation. Multiple mounting
options are available for these light duty, height-adjustable arms including rail mount, channel mount and two
desktop mounting options: clamp style or grommet mounted.

LCD Monitor on Wall
Channel

Direct Headwall Mount

Desk Top Mount
(Clamp Style)

www.amico.com
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Direct Mounts
Horizontal Headwalls

Ioffer
f your patient care facilities have been designed with a little too much clutter, our direct mounting solutions
fast and easy relief. Mounting your equipment on the existing headwall rails will save you time and
money on installation and you won’t need to add any additional unsightly wall tracks.

Conceal Cables

FEATURES

View From Anywhere
in the Room

OPTIONS
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Install in Seconds

Direct Mounts
Vertical Headwalls

O

ur direct mounting solutions allow you to position the equipment virtually anywhere on the headwall,
giving you the freedom to chart at the bedside without taking up any additional floor space. All of our direct
mounting solutions take advantage of existing power and data outlets and securely fasten to your pre-existing,
reinforced headwalls.

Mount to Any Existing
Unit

Ergonomic Height
Adjustment

Pivots Easily From
Side to Side

OPTIONS

FEATURES
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Direct Mounts
Anesthesia Machines

IByn mounting
the OR, with multiple doctors and nurses negotiating tight spaces, there is not always a lot of extra room.
your charting system directly to your anesthesia delivery station, you can make the most of
situations where moving around isn’t really an option. A variety of extension options give you access to
supplementary equipment without forcing you to leave your workspace.

No Assembly Required

FEATURES

Additional Extension
Arms Available

OPTIONS
0
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Single Hand Adjustment

Direct Mounts
Equipment Booms

D

on’t walk around the room to reach your equipment. Instead, bring your equipment to you. Position and
reposition your working environment to get it exactly the way you want it. This original solution allows you
to use the space on your boom consoles more efficiently without sacrificing access to critical services. In
simplifying the required hardware you’ll have less to clean, helping you control the spread of infection.

Compact Folding

Independent Pivot Points

Easy to Clean Surfaces

OPTIONS
0

4310
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Device Integration

Capsule Neuron on Flush
Vertical Mount SSM

Capsule Neuron on Flush
Horizontal Mount SSM

Capsule Neuron on Dual
Vertical SSM

Capsule Neuron on
Horizontal SSM

Capsule Neuron on
Rollstand

Capsule Neuron on
Channel Mount SSM

Accutor Plus
Rollstand
Extender

Single SSM
Wall Mount

Vertical DIN Rail
and Pole Mount
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Accutor Plus
Value Stand
Extender

Dual SSM
Wall Mount

Horizontal DIN Rail
and Pole Mount

Carescape V100
Rollstand Extender

Flush Wall
Mount

Ultra Flush
Pole Mount

VS3 Rollstand
Extender

Wall Channel

Pole Power
Supply Mount

Power
Supply Mount

DIN Rail Power
Supply Mount

Mobile Work Station
Accessory Mounts

A

t times hospital life can seem hectic, but it doesn’t have to be that way. Feel a little less frenzied by
centralizing all of your patient care essentials onto a workstation. You can mount a vital signs monitor directly
onto the unit, attach baskets, barcode scanners and add label printers to enhance your mobile applications.

Swing Left or Right

FEATURES

Installs in Seconds

Mounts to Any Workstation

OPTIONS
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Mounting Channels
Counter

Ceiling

Wall

J

ust because space is limited, it doesn’t mean your access to crucial patient information has to be. Mount
charting stations, laptops, screens and more onto unused desk, counter, wall or ceiling space. In fact, you can
double your efficiency thanks to an innovative design that allows you to utilize both sides. Plus, with integrated
cable management and décor-matching colors, your charting stations will fit right in wherever you choose to
put them.

OPTIONS
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FEATURES

Custom Solutions

A

t Amico, we understand that every hospital is different. We don’t believe in one-size-fits-all solutions. That’s
why we design and build so many different mounting products. If we don’t have a solution that works for you,
we’ll create it. Our experienced design and engineering teams have a strong track record of creating innovative
solutions from scratch. Our team will work with you to deliver a product that functions perfectly, is delivered on
time and meets the highest standards set by FDA, ISO, OSHPD, VESA and UL. That’s peace of mind from start to
finish, no matter what your needs are.

Drawer with
Keylock

Phone Mounts

CPU Enclosure

LCD Handle and
Accessory Shelf

Mini RIT

www.amico.com
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Cable Management

Cord Wraps

Falcon Cable Management

Tube Clips

Cable Raceway

Spanning Rails

Vertical Cable Covers

Isolutions
n a hospital setting, safety is paramount and that goes for cable management as well. We offer a number of
to neatly arrange and conceal wires in order to reduce injuries and the spread of infection. It’s just
one more thing we do to answer your call for a hazard-free, organized and visually appealing environment.
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Options
Keyboard Trays

Mini

Regular

Large

Falcon Keyboard Tray

Magnetic keyboard tray also available as a factory installed add-on – part number: KEYBRDD-MAGPLT

Colors

Monitor Arms

Writing Surfaces

Channel Covers

CPU Mounts

• Available in
various sizes

• Enclosed
CPU Mount

Power Supply Mounts

Articulating Shelf

• Holds most power
adapters for laptops,
patient monitors
and LCDs

0
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Bar Code Mount
• Universal scanner
holder

• Tangent
Rugged Mini
mount

• Shelf on articulating
arm can move side
to side

0

4310
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• Thin Client
mount behind
LCD

Extension
n Options
• Various extension
o
on
sizes available

Bar Code Dock Mount
• Universal holder

www.amico.com
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IT Accessories
Glove Box Holder

Universal Sharps Holder

• Universal Holder

• Easy to load and
mounts to accessory
bars or wall channel

• Easy to load and
mounts to any
accessory bars or
wall channel

Chart Holder

Hand Sanitizer Holder
• Ideal for personal
sized containers
• Easy to load and
mounts to any
accessory bars or
wall channel

• Ideal for mini sharps
box and universally
compatible

Hospital Grade Power Bar
• Hospital grade,
4 power outlets

• Temporarily store
your charts and
mount to Amico’s
accessory bar or
wall channel

• 120 VAC, 60Hz

LCD Handle

W

e offer a number of IT accessories to help
you improve your workflow and ensure you
remain comfortable while using technology.
Create the perfect patient care area by mixing
and matching our accessories with our other
product lines. Help promote infection control
and keep your environment comfortable and
clutter-free.

Keyboard
• Ergonomic handles can
be added to any Amico
LCD mount

• Anti-microbial
• Washable and
waterproof

• Knuckle guard protects
walls and user’s hands

Wrist Rest

Mouse Pad

Mouse Holder
• Wipeable self
adhering

• Anti-microbial
Anti microbial
comfort wrist rest

• Non-reflecting
ideal for optical
mice

• Virox friendly

• Neatly stores
mouse when not
in use

Storage Baskets

• Sterilizable
• Powder coated
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5" x 5" x 4"

10" x 10" x 4"

10" x 6" x 9"

(12.7cm x 12.7cm x 10.2cm)

(25.4cm x 25.4cm x 10.2cm)

(25.4cm x 15.2cm x 22.9cm)

Basket Liner

IT Configurator App

* Falcon, Raven, Condor, Pigeon, Albatross, Hawk, Heron, and

Available at goo.gl/SbJxfi

Eagle are trademarks of Amico Accessories.
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